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Abstract
This paper presents an experimental and analytical
study of value prediction and its impact on speculative
execution in superscalar microprocessors. Value
prediction is a new paradigm that suggests predicting
outcome values of operations (at run-time) and using these
predicted values to trigger the execution of true-data
dependent operations speculatively. As a result, stalls to
memory locations can be reduced and the amount of
instruction-level parallelism can be extended beyond the
limits of the program’s dataflow graph. This paper
examines the characteristics of the value prediction
concept from two perspectives: 1. the related phenomena
that are reflected in the nature of computer programs, and
2. the significance of these phenomena to boosting
instruction-level
parallelism
of
super-scalar
microprocessors that support speculative execution. In
order to better understand these characteristics, our work
combines both analytical and experimental studies.

1.

Introduction

The growing density of gates on a silicon die allows
modern microprocessors to employ increasing number of
execution units. Current microprocessor architectures
assume sequential programs as an input and a parallel
execution model. Thus, the hardware is expected to extract
the parallelism at run time out of the instruction stream
without violating the sequential correctness of the
execution. The efficiency of such architectures is highly
dependent on both the hardware mechanisms and the
application characteristic; i.e., the instruction-level
parallelism (ILP) the program exhibits.
Instructions within the sequential program cannot
always be ready for parallel execution due to several
constraints. These are traditionally classified as: true-data
dependencies, name dependencies (false dependencies)
and control dependencies ([21], [35]). Neither control
dependencies nor name dependencies are considered an
upper bound on the extractable ILP since they can be

handled (or even eliminated in several cases) by various
hardware and software techniques ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [8], [9], [10], [12], [13], [14], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[27], [29], [32], [33], [36], [37], [38], [39]). As opposed to
name dependencies and control dependencies, only
true-data dependencies are considered to be a fundamental
limit on the extractable ILP, since they reflect the serial
nature of a program by dictating in which sequence data
should be passed between instructions. This kind of
extractable parallelism is represented by the dataflow
graph of the program ([21]).
In this paper we deal with a superscalar processor
execution model ([9], [11], [20], [21], [34]). This machine
model is divided into two major subsystems:
instruction-fetch and instruction-execution, which are
separated by a buffer, termed the instruction window. The
instruction fetch subsystem acts as a producer of
instructions. It fetches multiple instructions from a
sequential instruction stream, decodes them simultaneously
and places them in the program appearance order in the
instruction window. The instruction execution subsystem
acts as a consumer, since it attempts to execute instructions
placed in the instruction window. If this subsystem
executed instructions according to their appearance order
in the program (in-order execution), it would have to stall
each time an instruction proves unready to be executed. In
order to overcome this limitation and better utilize the
machine’s available resources, most existing modern
superscalar architectures are capable of searching and
sending the ready instructions for execution beyond the
stalling instruction (out-of-order execution). Since the
original instruction sequence is not preserved, superscalar
processors employ a special mechanism, termed the
reorder buffer ([21]). The reorder buffer forces the
completion of the execution of instructions to become
visible (retire) in-order. Therefore, although instructions
may complete their execution, they cannot completely
retire since they are forced to wait in the reorder buffer
until all previous instructions complete correctly. This

capability is essential in order to keep the correct order of
exceptions and interrupts and to deal with control
dependencies as well. In order to tolerate the effect of
control dependencies, many superscalar processors also
support speculative execution. This technique involves the
introduction of a branch prediction mechanism ([33], [37],
[38], [39]) and a means for allowing the processor to
continue executing control dependent instructions before
resolving the branch outcome. Execution of such control
dependent instructions is termed “speculative execution”.
In order to maintain the correctness of the execution, a
speculatively-executed instruction can only retire if the
prediction it relies upon was proven to be correct;
otherwise, it is discarded.
In this paper we study the concept of value prediction
introduced in [25], [26], [16], [17] and [18]. The new
approach attempts to eliminate true-data dependencies by
predicting at run-time the outcome values of instructions,
and executing the true-data dependent instructions based
on that prediction. Moreover, it has been shown that the
bound of true-data dependencies can be exceeded without
violating sequential program correctness. This claim
overcomes two commonly recognized fundamental
principles: 1. the ILP of a sequential program is limited by
its dataflow graph representation, and 2. in order to
guarantee the correctness of the program, true-data
dependent instructions cannot be executed in parallel.
The integration of value prediction in superscalar
processors introduces a new kind of speculative execution.
In this case the execution of instructions becomes
speculative when it is not assured that these instructions
were fed with the correct input values. Note that since
present superscalar processors already employ a certain
form of speculative execution, from the hardware
perspective value prediction is a feasible and natural
extension of the current technology. Moreover, even
though both value prediction and branch prediction use a
similar technology, there are fundamental differences
between the goals of these mechanisms. While branch
prediction aims at increasing the number of candidate
instructions for execution by executing control-dependent
instructions (since the amount of available parallelism
within a basic block is relatively small [21]), value
prediction aims at allowing the processor to execute
operations beyond the limit of true-data dependencies
(given by the dataflow graph).
Related work:
The pioneer studies that introduced the concept of
value prediction were made by Lipasti et al. and Gabbay et
al. ([25], [26], [16], [17] and [18]). Lipasti et al. first
introduced the notion of “value locality” - the likelihood of
a previously-seen value to repeat itself within a storage
location. They found that load instructions tend to exhibit

value locality and they suggested exploiting this property
in order to reduce memory latency and increase memory
bandwidth. They proposed a special mechanism, termed
“Load Value Prediction Unit” (LVP), which attempts to
predict the values that were about to be loaded from
memory. The LVP was suggested for current processors
models (PowerPC 620 and ALPHA AXP 21164) where its
relative performance gain was also examined. In their
further work ([26]), they extended the notion of value
locality and showed that this property may appear not only
in load instructions but also in other types of instructions
such as arithmetic instructions. As a result of this
observation, they suggested value prediction also in order
to collapse true-data dependencies.
Gabbay et al. ([16], [17]) have simultaneously and
independently studied the value prediction paradigm. Their
approach was different in the sense that they focused on
exploring phenomena related to value prediction and their
significance for future processor architecture. In addition
they examined the different effects of value prediction on
an abstract machine model. This was useful since it
allowed examination of the pure potential of this
phenomenon independent of the limitations of individual
machines. In this paper and our previous studies we
initially review substantial evidence confirming that
computed values during the execution of a program are
likely to be correctly predicted at run-time. In addition, we
extend the notion of value locality and show that programs
may exhibit different patterns of predictable values which
can be exploited by various value predictors. Our focus on
the statistical patterns of value prediction also provides us
with better understanding of the possible exploitation of
value prediction and its mechanisms.
This paper extends our previous studies, broadly
examines the potential of these new concepts and presents
an analytical model that predicts the expected increase in
the ILP as a result of using value prediction. In addition,
the pioneer study presented in this paper aims at opening
new opportunities for future studies which would examine
the related microarchitectural considerations and solutions
such as [18]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the concept of value prediction and
various value predictors and shows how value prediction
can exceed current ultimate limits. Section 3 broadly
studies and analyzes the characteristics of value prediction.
Section 4 presents an analytical model and experimental
measurements of the extractable ILP. We conclude this
work in Section 5.

2.

Value prediction and its potential to
overcome dataflow graph limits

In this section we provide formal definitions related to
the paradigm of value prediction, describe different
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techniques to take advantage of this capability and
demonstrate the concept through a simple, but detailed
example.

2. 1.

instructions in the program) that have been predicted in
advance and it is not guaranteed that these are the correct
values. Thus, we term this way of execution speculative
execution based on value prediction:

Principles and formal definitions

Almost any computer operation can be regarded as a
transformation between the input it consumes and the
destination value it computes. We will refer to the process
of computing a destination value as the generation of a
value and to the computed destination value as a generated
value. For instance, the generation of a value can be
explicitly computed in operations such as arithmetic
operations, load or store operations, or can be implicitly
computed as a result of changing status bits or other side
effects. The flow of these data values between instructions
in a program is represented by the dataflow graph.
The dataflow graph representation of a program is a
directed graph in which the nodes represent the
computations and the arcs represent true-data
dependencies:
Definition 1: True-data dependency ([21]) - If an
instruction uses a value generated by a previous
instruction, the second instruction has a true-data
dependency on the first instruction and the first instruction
is also termed a true-data dependent instruction. True-data
dependencies represents the flow of information from the
instructions that generate it to the instructions that
consume it.
Usually, the dataflow graph assumes an infinite number of
resources in terms of execution units, registers etc. (in
order to avoid the need to refer to structural conflicts and
name dependencies) and the control dependencies are
either represented by a special type of a node, or are
assumed to be known in advance (and so they do not have
to be considered in the graph). As a result, this
representation of true-data dependencies was recognized
and considered as the fundamental limit on the ILP that
can ever be gained by current processors ([21]).
Value prediction aims at predicting generated values
(before their corresponding operations are executed) and
allowing their data dependent instructions to be executed
on the basis of that prediction. As a result true-data
dependent operations can be executed (speculatively) in
parallel. In this paper we assume that the prediction of
generated values is made in hardware at run-time, by a
special mechanism termed value predictor. A description
of the various value predictors is introduced in Subsection
2.3.
Like branch prediction, value prediction also causes
the execution of instructions to become speculative.
However, this time the execution of an instruction becomes
speculative because it consumes values (generated by other

Definition 2: Speculative execution based
prediction - is an execution of a true-data
instruction where: 1. not all its input values
computed yet and 2. all the unavailable input
supplied by the value predictor.

on value
dependent
have been
values are

Note that unlike speculative execution based on branch
prediction, which seeks to tolerate the effect of control
dependencies and schedule instructions in the manner they
are presented by the program’s dataflow graph, speculative
execution based on value prediction attempts to exceed the
dataflow graph limits. From the hardware perspective the
two kinds of speculative execution resemble each
one-another, since they use similar mechanisms: prediction
schemes to generate the predicted values, scheduling
mechanisms capable of taking advantage of the prediction
and tagging instructions that were executed speculatively, a
validation mechanism to verify the correctness of the
prediction and a recovery mechanism to allow the machine
recover from incorrect predictions. Because of the
availability of similar mechanisms in current superscalar
processors, value prediction is considered a feasible
concept.
The potential of using value prediction significantly
depends on the value prediction accuracy that it can
accomplish.
Definition 3: Value prediction accuracy - is the number of
successful value predictions out of the overall number of
prediction attempts gained by the value predictor.
Two different factors determine the value prediction
accuracy: (1) the value predictor and its capabilities (in
terms of resources etc.), and (2) the nature of value
predictability that resides within the data in the program
code.
Definition 4: Value predictability - is the potential that
resides in a program to successfully predict the outcome
values generated during its execution (out of the entire
range of values that the program generates). This
parameter depends on the inherent properties of the
program itself, its data, its computation algorithm and the
capabilities of the value predictor to reveal and exploit
these properties.
In this paper, we suggest distinguishing between two
different behavioral patterns of value predictability:
last-value predictability and stride value predictability:
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Iteration #1

Definition 5: Last-value predictability - is a measure of the
likelihood that an instruction generates an outcome value
equal to its most recently generated value.

1
4
5

Definition 6: Stride value predictability - is a measure of
the likelihood that an instruction generates an outcome
value equal to its most recently generated value plus a
fixed delta (stride), where the delta value is determined by
the difference between the two most recently generated
values.
In Section 3 we provide substantial evidence of the
existence of these distinctive patterns and show that
categorizing value predictability into these two patterns
has a major significance.

2. 2.

Simple example

Since the concept of value prediction is quite new, we
now introduce a simple and detailed example in order to
illustrate its potential. Figure 2.1 exhibits a simple C
program segment that sums the values of two vectors (B
and C) into vector A.
fo r(x = 0 ;x < 1 0 0 0 0 0 ;x + + ) A [x ]= B [x ]+ C [x ];

Figure 2.1 - A sample C program segment.
Compiling this program with a C compiler which employs
simple compiler optimizations*, yields the following
assembly code (for a Sun-Sparc machine):
(1) 22f0:ld
[%i4+%g0],%l7
(2) 22f4:ld
[%i5+%g0],%i0
(3) 22f8:add %i5,0x4,%i5
(4) 22fc: add %l7,%i0,%l7
(5) 2300: st
%l7,[%i3+%g0]
(6) 2304: cmp %i5,%i2
(7) 2308: add %i4,0x4,%i4
(8) 230c: bcs 0xfffffff9 <22f0>
(9) 2310: add %i3,0x4,%i3

//Load B[i]
//Load C[j]
//Incr. index j
//A[k]=B[i]+C[j]
//Store A[k]
//Compare index j
//Incr. index i
//Branch
//Incr. index k
(in branch delay slot)

Figure 2.2 illustrates the data flow representation of this
program (each node is tagged with the corresponding
instruction number), assuming that all the control and
name dependencies were resolved.

*
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Figure 2.2 - The dataflow graph of the sample
program.
In order to reach the degree of parallelism illustrated
by figure 2.2, the machine should satisfy the following
conditions:
1. It should know the control flow paths of the program in
advance in order to eliminate control dependencies.
The machine can seek to satisfy this condition by
employing branch prediction.
2. Its resources in term of execution units, register file
ports, memory ports etc., should satisfy the needs of the
program in order to eliminate structural conflicts.
3. The number of registers should be sufficient to satisfy
all name dependencies.
4. Its instruction window size should be big enough to
evaluate all the instructions that appear in the dataflow
graph.
5. The machine’s fetch, decode, issue and execution
bandwidth should be sufficient ([18]). This capability is
particularly crucial for the fetch bandwidth, since the
sequence in which instructions are stored in memory
may not necessarily correspond to the execution
sequence that is illustrated by the dataflow graph.
A machine that satisfies all these requirements is
considered an ideal machine, since the only limitation that
prevents it from extracting an unlimited amount of
parallelism is the flow of data among instructions in the
program (true-data dependencies). Note that current
realistic processor architectures can only seek to approach
these dataflow graph boundaries, and therefore, they are
more properly termed restricted dataflow machines ([30]).
When examining our sample program, it can be
observed that even if both control and name dependencies
were eliminated, the index manipulation still prevents
different iterations of the loop from being executed in
parallel. Such a phenomenon is termed loop-carried
dependencies. Various compilation techniques such as
loop-unrolling ([21], [36]) have been proposed to alleviate
this problem. However, these techniques cannot remove
the true-data dependencies inside the basic block of the
loop.

The compilation was made with the ‘-O2’ optimization flag.
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Figure 2.3 - The dataflow execution of the sample loop.
In addition loop-unrolling has several disadvantages such
as: 1. significantly enlarging the code size, 2. it is
sometimes incapable of evaluating the number of loop
iteration at compile time, 3. increasing the usage of
registers. Therefore, we decide to examine the existing
code, as is generated by a standard gcc compiler (with the
simple optimization) and to leave the analysis of the
impact of other compilation techniques to future studies.
Figure 2.3 exhibits the overlap between different
iterations of the loop during the execution of the program.
From this figure we can calculate the ILP when the
program runs on an ideal machine. It can be seen that the
program is executed in 100,002 clock cycles if we assume
that the execution of each instruction takes a single clock
cycle. Hence, since the instruction count of the entire
program is 900000, the ILP presented by the dataflow
graph is 900000/100002 ≅ 9 instructions/clock cycle.
Value prediction, in this example can help predict the
values of the index, and if the initial values of the arrays
are predictable (for example if both arrays are 0) then it
can predict the outcome of the load instructions and the
computations (add instruction) as well. In order to
illustrate the potential of value prediction and how it
works, we perform various experiments and present the
ILP in the following cases:
1. No value prediction is allowed.
2. Value prediction is allowed only for loads.
3. Value prediction is allowed only for ALU (arithmetic
logic) instructions.
4. Value prediction is allowed for both ALU and load
instructions.
In each experiment the ILP is measured for two different
sizes of instruction windows (the term instruction window
also represents the fetch, decode and execution bandwidth
of our machine): 40 and 200. The summary of these
simulation results is presented in tables 2.1 and 2.2. The
first set of results refers to the case where all the data in the
different arrays was initialized to the same value, say
arrays of zeroes, before the execution, so that all the

loaded values from memory can be predicted correctly at
run-time (yet it does not matter how). The second table
refers to the situation where the data in arrays was
initialized (before the execution of the code segment) with
random values, so that no predictable pattern can be
observed for its loaded values (the way this effect was
simulated in our experiments is also presented during this
subsection).
The first set of experimental results indicates that
when value prediction is not used, both instruction
windows gain the expected ILP of approximately 9. This
result is also equal to the ILP that was previously
calculated using the dataflow graph in figures 2.2 and 2.3.
The enlargement of the instruction window size does not
improve the ILP, since loop-level parallelism cannot be
exploited due to the loop-carried dependencies. Allowing
value prediction for both ALU and load instructions,
resolves all true-data dependencies since the index
calculations as well as the add operations (that add
different components from the arrays) and the load
instructions can always be correctly predicted. Therefore
the ILP in this set of experiments (table 2.1) is only limited
by the instruction window size, nearly 40 and 200
respectively. Value prediction thus yields a 4 to 20-fold
speedup! Additional results included in the first set of
experiments indicate that value prediction of ALU
instructions is more significant for the sample program,
than value prediction of load instructions. When value
prediction is allowed only for loads, no boost in the ILP is
observed. This observation is indeed accurate since the
elimination of true-data dependencies that are associated
with the load instructions does not allow us to exploit
loop-level parallelism across multiple iterations. The pair
of load instructions in every basic block (iteration) limit
the available parallelism within the basic block itself,
however as long as the loop-level parallelism cannot be
exploited, no further ILP can be gained. When value
prediction is allowed only for ALU instructions it can still
gain a significant boost in the ILP relative to the case when
value prediction is allowed for both load and ALU

instructions. The explanation of this observation is that
loop-level parallelism can be exploited due to the value
prediction of the indexes that are computed by the ALU
instructions. Only when loop-level parallelism is exploited
does value prediction of loads provide an additional
contribution to boost ILP as illustrated in table 2.1.
Instruction
window = 40
ILP=9
ILP=9
ILP=36
ILP=40

Instruction
window = 200
ILP=9
ILP=9
ILP=180
ILP=200

No value prediction
Load value prediction
ALU value prediction
Load and ALU value
prediction
Table 2.1 - The ILP when the arrays were
initialized with 0’s.

In order to further investigate the impact of the
predictability of the data in the arrays on the overall
performance of this sample code, we repeat the
experiments, but this time prevent our value predictor
predicting the outcome values of the data being read from
the arrays. This means that neither the outcome values of
the load instructions nor the outcome values of the add
instruction (which adds the array components) are
predictable. By such an experiment we can quantify the
effectiveness of value prediction (in our sample program)
when the data in the arrays is initialized to random values
in such a way that they cannot be predicted by our value
predictor. Note that in the previous case where the arrays
were initialized with zero values, even if value prediction
of load instructions was not allowed, the add instruction
always generated zero values and so it could be predicted
correctly. However, in this case the results of the add
instruction can no longer be predicted correctly, since it
adds two random values. Therefore this case eliminates the
capability to predict the load as well as the add
instructions. The results of this set of experiments are
summarized in table 2.2.
Instruction
window=40
ILP=9
ILP=9
ILP=30
ILP=30

Instruction
window=200
ILP=9
ILP=9
ILP=150
ILP=150

No value prediction
Load value prediction
ALU value prediction
Load and ALU value
prediction
Table 2.2 - The ILP when the arrays were
initialized with random values.

This table indicates that attempting to predict only the
values of load instructions is useless, since the value
predictor cannot predict them correctly. When value
prediction is allowed only for ALU instructions the ILP
becomes nearly 30 when the instruction window size is 40,
and 150 when the size is 200. The significant increase in
ILP is again obtained due to the loop-level parallelism that
can be exploited. Employing both load and ALU value
prediction does not gain ILP beyond the ILP gained by
ALU value prediction since in both cases neither the loads,
nor the add instructions of the array components, can be
predicted correctly.

2. 3.

Various value predictors

We propose three different hardware-based value
predictors: the last-value predictor, the stride predictor and
the register-file predictor. All these predictors perform a
dynamic and adaptive prediction, since they collect and
study history information at run-time, and with this
information they determine their value prediction. Each of
the three predictors has a different prediction formula. The
prediction formula determines the predicted value (i.e., the
manner in which a predicted destination value is
determined). The hardware implementation and
considerations of the value predictor are beyond the scope
of this paper and are left for future studies in this area
([18]). In this study our purpose is focused on exploring
value prediction phenomena from a general viewpoint,
hence we discuss the predictor schemes at a high-level
without referring to detailed hardware implementation. In
addition, for the sake of generality, the size of the
prediction table employed by these schemes is assumed to
be unlimited in our experiments. For simplicity, we also
assume that the predictors only predict destination values
of register operands (even though all these schemes can be
generalized and can be applied to memory storage
operands and condition codes as well) and that they are
updated immediately after the prediction is made.
Last-value predictor: predicts the destination value
of an individual instruction, based on the last
previously-seen value it has generated. The predictor is
organized as a table (e.g., cache table - see figure 2.4), and
every entry is uniquely associated with an individual
instruction. Each entry contains two fields: tag and
last-value. The tag field holds the address of the
instruction or part of it (high-order bits in case of an
associative cache table), and the last-value field holds the
previously-seen destination value of the corresponding
instruction. In order to obtain the predicted destination
value of a given instruction, the table is searched by the
absolute address of the instruction.
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Last-value predictor
Tag

Last value

Tag

Last value Stride

.
.
.

Tag
Index
Instruction
address

.
.
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Predicted
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?
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number Last value Stride
0
1
2
.
.
.

Stride predictor

hit/miss

+

Tag
Index
Instruction
address

Predicted
value
?
=

Instruction’s
destination register
number

hit/miss

+

Predicted
value

Figure 2.4 - The “last value”, the “stride” and the “register-file” predictors.
Performing the table look-up in such a manner can be very
efficient, since it can be done in the early stages of the
pipeline (the instruction address is usually known at fetch
stage). A version of the last-value predictor (using an
indexed but untagged table) was proposed by Lipasti et al.
([26]).
Stride predictor: predicts the destination value of an
individual instruction based on its last previously-seen
value and a calculated stride. The predicted value is the
sum of the last value and the stride. Each entry in this
predictor holds an additional field, termed stride field, that
stores the previously-seen stride of the individual
instruction (figure 2.4). The stride field value is the delta
between two recent consecutive destination values.
Register-file predictor: predicts the destination
value of a given instruction according to the last
previously-seen value and the stride of its destination
register (the recent value and the stride could possibly have
been determined by different instructions). The
register-file predictor is organized as a table as well (figure
2.4), where each entry is associated with a different
(architectural) register. The past information of each
register is collected in two fields: a last-value field and a
stride field. The last-value field is determined according to
the last-value written to the corresponding register, and the
stride value is the delta between two recent consecutive
values that were written to the specific register (possibly
by different instructions).
The last-value predictor can only take advantage of
last-value predictability since the prediction is made upon
the last value, while the stride predictor can exploit both
the last-value predictability and the stride value
predictability that may reside in a program. The register
file predictor may seem very attractive since its prediction
table is relatively small. However since the predicted
values are determined according to the history information

of the register, there can be aliasing between different
instructions that write to the same register. As a result, it
may have a serious influence on the prediction accuracy
that it can accomplish.

3.
Experimental characterization of value
predictability
This section presents results of various experiments
that have been made in this research. Substantial evidence
is provided to show that programs exhibit remarkable
potential for value predictability. In addition a broad study
of various aspects and characteristics of this phenomenon
are presented.

3. 1.

Simulation environment

A special trace driven simulator was developed in
order to provide measurements for the experiments that are
presented in the following subsections. The simulation
environment was fed with the Spec95 benchmarks suite
(table 3.1). The benchmarks were traced by the SHADE
simulator ([31]) on Sun-Sparc microprocessor. All
benchmarks were compiled with the gcc 2.7.2 compiler
with all available optimizations. The set of benchmarks
that was used consisted of 8 integer benchmarks and 5
floating-point benchmarks. Each integer benchmark was
traced for 100 million instructions (our experiments show
that using longer traces barely affects our measurements).
In addition, two of the integer benchmarks, gcc and perl,
were examined using two different input files in order to
evaluate of the effect of the input file on the characteristic
of values predictability. The floating point benchmarks
(except mgrid) consist of two major execution phases: an
initialization phase and a computation phase.
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SPEC95 Benchmarks
Description
Game playing.
A simulator for the 88100 processor.
A C compiler based on GNU C compiler version 2.5.3 compiling 2 different input files.
Data compression program using adaptive Lempel-Ziv coding.
Lisp interpreter.
JPEG encoder.
Anagram search program with two different input files.
A single-user object-oriented database transaction benchmark.
A vectorized mesh generation program.
Shallow water model with 1024 x 1024 grid.
Quantum physics computation of elementary particles masses.
Hydrodynamical Navier Stokes equations solver to compute galactical jets.
Multi-grid solver in computing a three dimensional potential field.
Table 3.1 - The Spec95 benchmarks.
In the initialization phase the data is read from large input
Our experiments evaluate three value predictors: the
files, while the computation phase performs the actual
last-value predictor, the stride predictor and the
computation. In the further experimental results we refer to
register-file predictor that were all described in previous
both these phases respectively. The initialization phase was
section. Due to our abstract perspective, the prediction
traced till it was completed (the instruction count is in the
table size of both the last-value predictor and the stride
order of hundreds of millions of instructions) and the
predictor is considered to be unlimited in the experiments.
computation phase was traced for 100 million instructions.
The programs that our simulations examine include both
integer and floating-point Spec95 benchmarks. In the
integer benchmarks the prediction accuracy is measured
3. 2.
Value prediction accuracy
separately for two sets of instructions; load instructions
The potential of value prediction may depend to a
and ALU (arithmetic-logic) instructions. In the
significant degree upon the prediction accuracy of the
floating-point benchmarks, the prediction accuracy is
value predictor. There are two different fundamental
measured for two additional sets: Floating-point load
factors which determine the value prediction accuracy: (1)
instructions and floating-point computation instructions.
the value predictor scheme itself and (2) the potential for
The first set of measurements consists of the value
value predictability that resides within the program code.
prediction accuracy of each of the value predictors for
The first component is related to the structure of the
integer load instructions in the integer benchmark, as
predictor and its capabilities which eventually determine
illustrated by table 3.2. This table illustrates remarkable
the prediction formula. The second component reflects
results - nearly 50% (on average) of the values that are
inherent properties of the program and its data, and also
generated by load instructions can be correctly predicted
depends on the capabilities of the value predictor to reveal
by two of the proposed predictors, the last-value predictor
and exploit these properties. Initially, our experiments
and the stride predictor. It can be observed that the value
provide substantial evidence confirming that programs
prediction accuracy of the stride predictor and the
exhibit value predictability. In addition, they focus on the
last-value predictor is quite similar in all the benchmarks,
relations between these two factors by examining how
indicating that these integer load instructions barely exhibit
efficiently various predictors exploit different value
stride value predictability. This implies that for this type of
predictability patterns of computer programs (such as
instruction in integer programs the cost of an extra stride
last-value predictability and stride value predictability).
field in the prediction table of the stride-predictor is not
Note that throughout these experiments our approach is to
attractive. Moreover, the prediction accuracy of the integer
focus on the related phenomena from as general a
loads does not spread uniformly among the integer
perspective as possibly rather than arguing about the
benchmarks.
hardware implementation and considerations of the
predictors. We are convinced that such an approach allows
us to better integrate the concept of value prediction into
superscalar processors since we first accumulate
substantial knowledge about the related phenomenon
before making decisions about the hardware consideration.
Benchmarks
go
m88ksim
gcc1, gcc2
Compress95
li
ijpeg
perl1, perl2
vortex
tomcatv
swim
su2cor
hydro2d
mgrid

Type
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP

benchmark
go
m88ksim
gcc1
gcc2
compress
li
ijpeg
perl1
perl2
vortex
average

Prediction accuracy of integer loads [%]
Prediction accuracy of ALU instructions [%]
Stride
Last-value
Register file
Stride
Last-value
Register file
29.00
36.23
3.08
62.13
61.28
6.84
75.95
75.93
11.60
95.86
75.88
32.04
47.24
52.06
7.48
60.10
55.99
13.80
46.36
51.30
6.55
61.06
54.19
16.90
9.84
11.87
0.66
35.94
39.49
4.21
48.92
48.58
5.95
63.11
55.19
14.96
31.82
36.37
12.54
35.25
25.70
19.90
58.54
62.67
10.38
57.23
57.34
8.60
57.52
53.29
5.26
57.39
50.18
13.29
71.41
73.94
8.02
83.17
52.47
38.96
47.66
50.22
7.15
61.12
52.77
16.95
Table 3.2 - Value prediction accuracy of integer load and ALU instructions in Spec-Int95.

It is apparent that in some benchmarks the loaded values
are relatively highly predictable, like the benchmarks
m88ksim and vortex, where the prediction accuracy of both
last-value and stride predictors is relatively high (more
than 70%), while the prediction accuracy of other
benchmarks, like the compress benchmark, is relatively
low (about 10%). In all the benchmarks, the register-file
predictor yields a relatively poor prediction accuracy (less
than 10% on average) since it can hardly exploit in this
case any kind of value predictability.
Table 3.2 presents additional impressive results about
the prediction accuracy which the value predictors gain for
ALU instructions in the integer benchmarks. These
experiments provide additional encouraging evidence
about our capability to predict outcome values. They
indicate that a very significant portion of the values
generated by ALU instructions are likely to be predicted
correctly by our value predictors. In the average case, the
stride predictor gains a prediction accuracy of 61%
compared to the last-value predictor which gains only
52%. In several benchmarks, like go and perl, the
last-value predictor and the stride predictor gain similar
value prediction accuracy. Beyond the last-value
predictability that these programs exhibit, they do not
exhibit stride value predictability, and therefore both
predictors gain similar value prediction accuracy. In these
cases, it is expected that most of the correct value
predictions of the stride predictor are accomplished by
stride values that are actually zero (this expectation would
be verified in later subsections). In some benchmarks, like
m88ksim and vortex, although the load instructions exhibit
only last-value predictability, their ALU instructions
exhibit a significant amount of both last-value
predictability and stride value predictability. This
observation is expressed in the significant gap between the
value prediction accuracy of the stride predictor and the
last-value predictor. Hence, in those benchmarks which

also exhibit stride value predictability it is expected that
the contribution of non-zero strides to the correct value
predictions in the stride predictor will be more significant
compared to the previous benchmarks (this expectation
would be verified as well). As in the previous case, the
register-file predictor yields relatively poor prediction
accuracy compared to the other predictors. The range of its
prediction accuracy varies from 4.2% in the benchmark
compress to 38.96% in vortex, yielding an average value
prediction accuracy of nearly 17%.
An additional preliminary observation is that
different input files do not dramatically affect the
prediction accuracy of programs as illustrated for the
benchmarks gcc (gcc1 and gcc2) and perl (perl1 and
perl2). This property has tremendous significance when
considering the involvement of the compiler in order to
support value prediction. The compiler can be assisted by
program profiling in order to detect instructions in the
program which tend to be value predictable. This
observation may indicate that the information collected by
the profiler can be significantly correlated to the true
situation where the application runs its real input files. An
extensive study of the use of program profiling to support
value prediction is presented in [17].
The next set of experiments presents the value
prediction accuracy in floating point benchmarks. The
prediction accuracy is measured in each benchmark for
two execution phases : initialization (denoted by #1) and
computation (denoted by #2). The prediction accuracy
measured for integer instructions (load an ALU) is
summarized in table 3.3 and for the floating point
instructions in table 3.4. It can be observed (table 3.3) that
the behavior of integer load instructions in floating point
benchmarks is different from their behavior in integer
benchmark (table 3.2). Table 3.3 reveals that, unlike the


except mgrid where the initialization phase is negligible.
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corresponding case in the integer benchmarks where loads
exhibited last-value predictability, in this case these
instruction also exhibit stride value predictability. These
stride patterns are exploited by the stride predictor which
achieves average accuracy of nearly 70% in the
initialization phase and 63% in the computation phase, in
comparison to the last-value predictor which achieves
average accuracy of nearly 66% in the first phase and only
37% in the second. The causes for the significant
prediction accuracy gap between these predictors in the
computation phase are presented later in this paper. In
addition, we also notice that as in the previous cases, the
register-file predictor achieves a relatively poor value
prediction accuracy of only 2-4%.
When the prediction accuracy is measured for ALU
instructions in the floating point benchmarks, it reveals
several more interesting results as illustrated by table 3.3.
In the initialization phase, the three predictors do not
exhibit exceptional behavior in comparison to the integer
benchmarks. However, in the computation phase of all the
floating point benchmarks, the gap between the prediction
accuracy of the last-value predictor and prediction
accuracy of the stride predictor becomes very significant.
In the computation phase most of ALU instructions exhibit
stride patterns rather than repeating their recently
generated values, and therefore the stride predictor can
take advantage of this pattern of value predictability. The
stride predictor gains in the computation phase average
prediction accuracy of 95%, while the last-value predictor
gains only 23%. We discuss in detail the reasons for this
observation in a later subsection. In addition, unlike
previous cases where the register-file predictor gained
relatively poor value prediction accuracy, in this case it
gains prediction accuracy of nearly 65% which even
outperforms the last-value predictor.
Table 3.4 exhibits the prediction accuracy for two
additional sets of floating point instructions: floating point
loads and floating point computation instructions. It
illustrates that our three value predictors can hardly gain
significant prediction accuracy in these instructions, since
floating point values show relatively poor tendency of
last-value predictability as well as stride value
predictability. In floating-point loads the average value
prediction accuracy of the last-value predictor and the
stride predictor is more than 40%, and in the floating point
computation instructions they achieve less than 30% of
average prediction accuracy. One of the reasons that may
explain why it is harder to predict floating values with
these predictors is the representation of these values.
Floating point values are represented by three value fields:
sign, exponent and fraction (mantissa). It is hard to expect
these value predictors, which by their nature tend to fit
prediction of integer values, to successfully perform
prediction of floating point values. In addition, floating

point computations are considerably more complex than
integer computations, making them hard to predict. This
can also explain why floating point loads exhibit more
value predictability in comparison to the floating point
computation, since one can expect to find more patterns of
regularity and re-use of values in floating point loads
rather than in floating point computations.

3. 3.

Distribution of value prediction accuracy

The value prediction accuracy that was measured in
the previous subsection is an average number that is
important in order to evaluate the performance of the
predictors. However this average number does not provide
information about distribution of the prediction accuracy
among the instructions in the program. The following
measurements attempt to provide a deeper study of the
statistical characteristics of value prediction by examining
the distribution of value prediction accuracy, and also
discuss how this knowledge can be exploited.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the distribution of value
prediction accuracy of the stride predictor among the
instructions in the program (referring only to the
value-generating instructions). It indicates that the
prediction accuracy does not spread uniformly among the
instructions in the program. More than 40% of the
instructions are very likely to be correctly predicted with
prediction accuracy greater than 70%. In addition,
approximately the same number of instructions are very
unlikely to be correctly predicted. These instructions
exhibit less than 40% a prediction accuracy.
These results motivate us to develop mechanisms that
would allow us to distinguish between the predictable and
unpredictable instructions and avoid the unpredictable
ones. Such classification contributes to each of the
following aspects:
1. The classification can significantly increase the
effective value prediction accuracy of the predictor by
eliminating the value prediction of the unlikely
predictable instructions. A preliminary study of the
effect of such classification on overall performance is
discussed in a later section of this paper.
2. The replacement mechanism of the prediction table can
exploit this classification and prioritize entry
replacement for greater efficiency. Eventually, this has
the potential to significantly increase effective
utilization of the prediction table.
3. In certain microprocessor architectures mispredicted
values may cause some an misprediction penalty due to
their pipeline organization. By classifying the
instructions, the processor may refrain from predicting
values from the class of unpredictable instructions and
avoid the misprediction penalty.
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benchmark
tomcatv#1
tomcatv#2
swim#1
swim#2
su2cor#1
su2cor#2
hydro2d#1
hydro2d#2
mgrid
average #1
average #2

Prediction accuracy of integer loads [%]
Prediction accuracy of ALU instructions [%]
Stride
Last-value
Register file
Stride
Last-value
Register file
59.82
53.61
4.95
50.87
46.97
13.88
99.22
61.91
7.57
99.54
41.83
19.58
80.98
81.56
0.02
88.95
79.43
11.09
14.69
19.48
0.00
99.57
0.07
99.83
71.31
65.78
5.76
60.09
57.68
14.49
47.50
34.65
0.02
91.41
44.72
41.22
69.51
61.18
7.03
58.42
49.93
15.94
99.23
15.51
87.67
91.88
30.47
1.10
88.20
14.21
69.71
70.40
65.53
4.44
51.66
46.80
11.08
63.32
36.62
2.17
95.59
23.26
63.60
Table 3.3 - Value prediction accuracy of integer load and ALU instructions in Spec-FP95.

Prediction accuracy of FP loads [%]
Prediction accuracy of FP computation inst. [%]
benchmark
Stride
Last-value
Register file
Stride
Last-value
Register file
tomcatv#2
22.95
6.32
0.16
21.88
15.08
2.13
swim#1
86.21
82.78
0.00
23.15
19.88
1.79
swim#2
18.03
26.09
1.57
15.54
21.38
0.16
su2cor#2
38.87
39.44
21.22
16.36
16.63
9.99
hydro2d#2
88.72
89.63
46.56
89.68
89.89
42.79
mgrid
18.81
18.33
4.71
7.11
6.87
4.04
average
45.59
43.76
12.37
28.95
28.28
10.15
Table 3.4 - Value prediction accuracy of FP load and computation instructions in Spec-FP95.
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Figure 3.1 - The distribution of instructions according to their value prediction accuracy.
P.C.
P.C.
P.C.
Two methods suggest themselves for classification:
The first method assigns an individual saturated counter
P.C.
N.P.C.
0
1
3
(figure 3.2) to each entry in the prediction table. At each
2
occurrence of a successful prediction the counter is
incremented, or conversely decremented. By inspection of
N.P.C. N.P.C.
N.P.C.
the saturated counter, the processor can decide whether to
0 - Strongly not predicted.
P.C. - Predicted correctly.
consider the suggested prediction or to avoid it. Such a
1 - Weakly not predicted.
N.P.C. - Not predicted correctly.
method for value prediction classification was introduced
2 - Weakly predicted.
3 - Strongly predicted.
by Lipasti et al. in [25].
Figure 3.2 - A 2-bit saturated counter for value
prediction classification.
Our measurements confirm the results of Lipasti et al.
where it is shown that such a classification mechanism

can work efficiently to eliminate value misprediction.
We observed that in the integer benchmarks almost
94% of the value misprediction can be eliminated and
92% of the correct prediction are correctly classified by
this mechanism. In the floating point benchmarks, the
numbers are very similar: nearly 95% of the
mispredictions are eliminated and almost 95% of the
correct prediction are correctly classified. Beyond the
efficiency of the saturated counters to classify the value
predictability of instructions, we have revealed another
interesting phenomenon related to this mechanism in
our study. We have measured the ratio of the number
state transitions that each of the automates made to the
number of accesses to each of the corresponding entries
in the value prediction table. These measurements
provide significant information concerning the speed
with which this classification method converges to the
correct classification. These measurements are
summarized in figure 3.3, which indicates that most of
the saturated counters are locked on the correct
classification after a relatively very small number of
transitions. This observation also strengthens our
previous experiments about the distribution of the
prediction accuracy that was illustrated in figure 3.1.
For the two sets of instructions, highly predictable and
the unlikely predictable, the classification mechanism
can be very confident about the outcome of the
prediction (whether it succeeds or fails).
•
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Figure 3.3 - The distribution of the number of
transitions in the saturated counters among
instructions in programs.
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Another method that we consider for classification is the
use of compiler profiling. The compiler can collect
information about the value predictability of instructions
according to previous runs of the program. Then it can
place directives in the opcode of the instructions,
providing hints to the processor for classifying the
instructions. From a previous subsection we recall that the
measurements of the expected correlation of value
prediction accuracy between different runs of the program
with different input files are encouraging. The use of
program profiling for value prediction classification is
presented in [17].

3. 4.
Non-zero
operations

strides

and

immediate

The stride predictor extends the capabilities of the
last-value predictor since it can exploit both last-value
predictability and stride value predictability. In this
subsection we examine how efficiently the stride predictor
takes advantage of its additional stride fields beyond the
last-value predictor to exploit stride value predictability.
We consider the additional stride fields to work efficiently
only when the predictor accomplishes correct value
predictions that are based on non-zero strides. In table 3.5
we present the ratio of successful predictions that were
based on non-zero strides to the overall number of correct
predictions. In the integer benchmarks this ratio is more
than 16%, and in the floating point benchmarks it varies
from 12% in the initialization phase to 43% in the
computation phase. The relatively high ratio of non-zero
strides in the floating point computation phase is explained
by the significant contribution of immediate integer add
and subtract instructions to the successful predictions.
Ratio of successful non-zero stride-based
predictions out of overall successful predictions.
Spec95 integer
Spec95 floating point
Benchmark
[%]
Benchmark
[%]
go
8.83
tomcatv#1
13.93
m88ksim
16.42 tomcatv#2
55.14
gcc1
12.79 swim#1
8.98
gcc2
15.44 swim#2
65.9
compress95
6.52
su2cor#1
9.35
li
15.22 su2cor#2
27.74
ijpeg
36.37 hydro2d#1
16.28
perl1
7.57
hydro2d#2
15.09
perl2
15.27 mgrid
51.4
vortex
30.34 average#1
12.14
average
16.48 average#2
43.06
Table 3.5 - The distribution of non-zero strides.
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This table, however, may lead the reader to an
incorrect conclusion about the effectiveness of the stride
predictor in exploiting non-zero strides and its significance
to the expected ILP improvement. For instance, it shows
that 16.4% out of successful predictions in the benchmark
m88ksim are because of non-zero strides and 15.2% in the
benchmark li. Does this mean that the contribution of the
stride predictor and non-zero strides to these two
benchmarks is the same? Obviously not; one should be
aware of the fact that these results should be given the
appropriate weight, i.e. their relative number of
appearances in the program’s execution. Moreover, the
connection between the prediction accuracy and the
expected boost in ILP is not straightforward ([18]) since
the distribution of its contribution may not be uniform. If
the importance of non-zero strides is crucial to the ILP of
the application, even an improvement of approximately
10% in the prediction accuracy can be very valuable. A
broader study of the contribution of strides to the ILP is
presented in Section 4. In addition, knowledge about the
characteristics of non-zero strides may motivate future
explorations of the potential for hybrid predictors, which
combine both the last-value predictor and the stride
predictor. Here, the last-value predictor would be
dedicated for zero strides and the stride predictor would be
dedicated for non-zero strides.
We find that non-zero strides appear for various
reasons, e.g. immediate add and subtract instructions, and
computations of addresses of memory references that step
with a fixed stride on arrays in memory. Figure 3.4
illustrates the contribution of immediate add and subtract
instructions to the overall number of successful predictions
in the stride predictor. In the integer benchmarks it is
nearly 20% (on average) and in the floating point
benchmarks it varies from nearly 15% in the initialization
phase to more than 30% in the computation phase (on
average). The significant gap between the contributions in
the initialization phase and in the computation phase of the
floating point benchmarks can be explained by the fact that
most memory accesses of floating point benchmarks
consist of stride patterns ([28]). When the fraction of the
successful value predictions which are used for address
calculations of memory pointers (for data items only) is
examined, it reveals that this number is considerably more
significant in the computation phase than the initialization
phase as illustrated by figure 3.5. The next subsection
confirms this observation as well.

Correct predictions of Add/Sub immediate instructions out of
correct predictions.
[%]
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Figure 3.4 - The contribution of Add/Sub immediate
instructions to the successful predictions.
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Correct predictions of addresses calculations out of
the overall correct predictions
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Figure 3.5 - Correct predictions of addresses
calculations out of successful predictions.
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3. 5.
Characteristics of value predictability in
load instructions
In this subsection we focus on the characteristics of
value prediction with respect to load instructions. Load
instructions may have a significant impact on the program
performance in two major aspects: 1. they may cause the
processor to stall due to memory latencies and 2. they may
cause true-data dependencies (since they generate values
that can be consumed by other instructions). Our main
purpose is to examine how the concept of value prediction
can affect and support these two aspects. Up to the present
researchers have addressed the first aspect by improving
the performance of cache memories or by using
prefetching mechanisms.
In order to explore the contribution of value
prediction to the first aspect, we examine all the load
memory references that are cache misses and their loaded
memory values. We only refer to the cache misses since
these are the cases when memory system delays occur.
First, we are interested in studying what portion of these
loaded memory values are value-predictable and what the
relations are between them and the potential to predict
their memory address. The potential to predict memory
address (address predictability) is determined by the
memory locality patterns of the program. This property
was widely exploited by different data prefetching
mechanisms ([7], [15], [19], [28]). Examining the value
predictability patterns in the load cache misses and
comparing them to the address predictability patterns can
provide valuable information to the following questions:
1. What is the effectiveness of value prediction in
reducing the penalty of load cache misses by
attempting to predict their values (as proposed by
Lipasti et al. in [25])?
2. How successfully can value prediction compete with
other techniques such as data prefetching?
The structure of the competitive address predictor
scheme that was used in our experiments is similar to our
value predictor schemes. It is organized as a table (for
instance a cache table) with an unlimited number of
entries, where each entry is uniquely assigned to a
previously-seen load instruction. Each entry contains three
fields: Tag - identifies the individual load instruction
according to its instruction address, Last address - the
address of the last cache block that was fetched by the load
instruction and an Address stride - which is determined
according to the difference between two consecutive
memory accesses of each of the individual loads. The
predicted address which the prefetching scheme fetches is
determined according to the last address field plus the
stride field. The value predictor chosen to compete the
address predictor is the last-value predictor, since it has
gained the best prediction accuracy for load instructions.
The data cache parameters that were chosen for the

experiments are quite typical to common modern
microprocessors (PowerPCTM, PentiumTM, PentiumProTM):
16 KB size, 4-way set associative and 32 bytes line size.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the correlation between the
address prediction accuracy and value prediction accuracy
out of the load misses. This figure exhibits four possible
sets of load references: 1. load references where both the
data values and addresses values can be predicted
correctly, 2. load references where only the addresses
values can be predicted correctly , 3. load references where
only the data values can be predicted correctly and 4. load
references where neither the data values nor the addresses
values can be predicted correctly. It can be observed that
out of the load misses in the integer benchmarks, the
misses attributable to the third set (predictable data values
only) is comparable to the misses falling into the second
set (predictable addresses values only). Therefore, in these
benchmarks, value prediction can contribute significantly
by handling a substantial set of load references which
cannot be handled by data prefetching. However, it can be
seen that in the floating point benchmarks, most of the load
cache misses which exhibit correctly predicted data values
also exhibit correctly predicted addresses values, i.e., the
portion of the third set is negligible. Figure 3.7 is similar to
figure 3.6 - it illustrates the correlation between the
address prediction accuracy and value prediction accuracy
when the bars of each benchmark are given the appropriate
weight according to the load miss rate.
Address regularity versus Value regularity with last value predictor
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Figure 3.6 - Address regularity versus value regularity
out of the overall load misses.
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[%] Address regularity versus Value regularity with last value predictor
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and their contribution, in particular to the value
predictability patterns of the load instructions.
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ILP (instruction window = 40, loads only)
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Figure 3.8 - The ILP gained by loads value prediction.
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Figure 3.7 - Address regularity versus value regularity
weighted with loads miss rate.
In order to address the second aspect, we measure the
ILP that can be exploited when using value prediction only
for load instructions. Our experiments assume a perfect
memory system, i.e., memory references never stall the
processor. We choose to eliminate the contribution of
memory system latency in this set of experiments since the
system can seek satisfying this assumption by using
various data prefetching techniques such as [7], [15], [19]
and [28]. Note that this assumption even degrades the
potential benefits of value prediction since long latency
instructions can even better take advantage of value
prediction ([25], [26]). Moreover, we prefer focusing on
the pure potential of value prediction to collapse true-data
dependencies associated with load instructions rather then
dealing with impact of memory system latency since such
issue is system dependent. In addition, in order to avoid
discussing individual implementation issues, an abstract
machine is considered with an unlimited number of
execution units and physical registers, but with a restricted
instruction window size. Each instruction is assumed to
take only a single cycle. In addition, it is assumed that all
branches are correctly predicted in advance. The ILP that
such a machine can exploit is limited by the dataflow graph
of the program and by the size of the instruction window.
Figure 3.8 shows the ILP that can be gained by employing
the last-value predictor in comparison to a machine that
does not employ value prediction. It indicates that in some
benchmarks like m88ksim, li and perl the contribution of
load value prediction is significant while in some other
benchmarks like compress, vortex and mgrid it is barely
noticeable. These variations are highly dependent on the
value predictability patterns that these programs exhibit

4.
Analytical and experimental analysis
of the ILP increase
The ILP that a processor can exploit in the case of a
serial program is an indicator of the amount of resources
that it can efficiently utilize simultaneously. In this section
we quantitatively study the ability of value prediction to
boost the ILP from two viewpoints: analytical and
experimental.

4. 1.

An analytical model

So far we have discussed the characteristics and
potential of using value prediction. Before presenting
actual measurements, which depend on the benchmarks we
use, we present a simple analytical model that can be
employed for both estimating the potential of value
prediction to increasing the ILP and for further
understanding the related phenomena.
The dataflow graph (DFG) presentation of a
program, is given by a directed graph G(V,S). Each node,
v∈V, represents a single operation, or a set of operations
which are executed as a single atom. Each arc, s∈S,
represents a true-data dependency between two nodes.
Given a DFG representation, we define the critical path to
be the longest (in term of execution time) path, C, that
connects the entry point to the termination point. The
critical path, C, forms a linear graph. For simplicity, we
assume that each node (operation) of the critical path C
takes T cycles for execution. Since the execution of the
operations in C cannot overlap, the total execution time of
C is n×T cycles (where n is the number of nodes in C). If
we assume that our machine has an unlimited amount of
resources, the execution time of the critical path
determines the execution time of the entire program, since
the execution of the other paths in the DFG can be
overlapped with the execution of the critical path C with
no resources conflict.
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Figure 4.1 - The DFG, G(V,S), and the critical path C.
When value prediction is employed, we attempt to
correctly predict the outcome of each operation before it is
executed. Thus, if we could predict all outcome values
correctly, and we had an unlimited number of resources,
we could execute any program in two steps, one that
executes the instructions and the other that verifies the
correctness of the prediction. In reality, we cannot predict
all the values correctly, and so for each arc s∈S in the
DFG, we attach a number ps (0≤ps≤1) that represents the
probability to correctly predict the result of node s (note
that all the arcs that come from the same node have the
same probability). We term this weighted graph the
speculative dataflow graph (SDFG). An example of an
SDFG that corresponds to the DFG in figure 4.1 is
illustrated in figure 4.2.
1
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n
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Figure 4.2 - The SDFG, GS(v, s), and the critical path
graph C.
From the SDFG we can also extract the critical path C
(that forms a linear graph) and evaluate the execution time
when instruction are executed speculatively based on their
predicted values. In our analysis we only focus on the
execution time of the critical path, since we assume that it
dictates the execution time of the entire program and all
the execution of the other paths can overlap. We evaluate
the critical path execution time in two cases: when the

instruction window size is unlimited and when the window
size is finite. In both cases our model assumptions are:
1. We consider an abstract machine with an unlimited
number of execution units and physical registers.
2. For simplicity we consider the probabilities pi for
1≤i<n to be statistically independent. We have found
this approximation to be valid since instructions in the
critical are also data dependent on instructions from
other paths in the DFG. Moreover, if the value
predictor fails to predict an input value of instruction it
does not necessarily imply that it fails to predict its
output as well.
3. We assume that pi=p for 1≤i<n, where p is the
measured prediction accuracy of the value predictor.
4. True-data dependent instructions are allowed to be
executed and committed in parallel as long as their
input (possibly predicted) values are found to be
correct. This means that instructions in the linear graph
are allowed to complete (commit) in parallel until the
first failure (value misprediction).
5. An instruction that was fed with an incorrect input
value needs to be re-executed when its correct input
value is ready.
4. 1. 1. Infinite instruction window size model
When the instruction window size is infinite, the
processor can simultaneously examine the potential
ready-to-execute instructions of the entire program. In
order to illustrate the parallel execution of the critical path,
C, we use the execution graph, GE(VE, SE), which is
illustrated by figure 4.3. The execution graph illustrates all
the possible execution sequences of the critical path C.
Each node v∈VE denotes an execution of an operation.
Nodes which are executed based on speculative input value
are denoted with the subscript letter ‘s’. Each arc, s∈SE,
denotes a possible execution sequence. For each arc, we
assign two numbers: 1. Pri - the probability to correctly or
incorrectly predict the outcome value of the operation in
node i, and 2. ti - the cost in terms of clock cycles of the
transition in case of a correct or an incorrect value
prediction. Notice that the probabilities Pri for arcs that
comes for speculatively executed instructions can be
extracted from the SDFG (figure 4.2). When instructions
are re-executed, due to value misprediction, Pri is
considered to equal 1. In addition if ti=0, it implies that the
two operations linked by the arc can be executed in
parallel. For instance, one of the possible execution
sequences is when all the instructions are predicted
correctly. The probability of such an event is pn-1 and the
entire execution time is T since all the instructions are
executed simultaneously.
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Figure 4.3 - The execution graph of critical path C.
In general, the probability to execute a certain path,

σ =(s1, s2, ...,sn)∈GE(S, V), is given by Pσ =

n −1

∏ Pr
i =1

si

and

the entire execution time of σ, can be obtained by
n −1

Tσ = T + TP , where TP = ∑ t si . It can be noticed that
i =1

the element TP has a binomial distribution, as illustrated by
equation 4.1:

 n − 1
Prob(TP = k ⋅ T) = (1 − p) k ⋅ p n −1− k ⋅ 

 k 

,0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1

Equation 4.1 - The binomial distribution of TP.
One can also observe that “placing” the value
misprediction in the linear graph C is equivalent to
“choosing” k out of n-1 where probability to “choose” is
1-p (value misprediction). As illustrated by equation 4.2
we can calculate the average of Tσ, i.e., the average
execution time of the critical path C.
n −1
 n − 1
E (Tσ ) = T + T ∑ i ⋅(1 − p) i ⋅ p n −1− i ⋅ 
=
i


=
0
i

T + T(n − 1) ⋅ (1 − p)
Equation 4.2 - The average execution time of the
critical path C.
The average boost in the ILP (or in the execution time) of
C is given by equation 4.3:

ILP boost avg =

n⋅T
n
1
=
≅
E (Tσ ) 1 + (n − 1) ⋅ (1 − p) 1 − p

Equation 4.3 - The average boost in the ILP of the
critical path C.

assume that instructions which are executed correctly
evacuate the instruction window and allow other
instructions to enter the instruction window as potential
candidates for parallel execution. When value prediction is
not used the critical path will be executed in n⋅T cycles
since the execution time of the critical path is bounded
because of true-data dependencies and not because of the
window size. In steady state, the number of instructions
that evacuate the instruction window is equal to the
number of new instructions that enter the window. When
value prediction is used, the number of instructions that
evacuate the instruction window is also equal to the
number of instructions that were predicted correctly until
the first instruction in the window fails (incorrectly
predicted). Let w be the size of the instruction window
(w>1) and let L be the random variable that denotes the
number of instructions which evacuate the instruction
window at each step. The distribution of L is given by
equation 4.4:

(1 − p) p k −1 1 ≤ k ≤ w − 1
Prob(L = k) = {
p w −1
k=w
Equation 4.4
The average of L is denoted by equation 4.5:

(1 − p w − 2 )
− ( w − 1) ⋅ p w − 2 + w ⋅ (1 − p) ⋅ p w −1 ≅
E ( L) =
1− p
1
− w ⋅ p w − 2 [1 − (1 − p) ⋅ p]
1− p
Equation 4.5
Therefore in this model the average ILP boost of value
prediction is.

average boost in ILP =

4. 1. 2. Finite instruction window size model
We can improve our previous model and consider the
effect of a finite instruction window size when we use
value prediction. For simplicity, we only consider the
execution of the critical path C and we ignore the effect of
the execution of the other paths. In addition, we also

E ( L)
≅
1

1
− w ⋅ p w − 2 [1 − (1 − p) ⋅ p]
1− p
Equation 4.6
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Note that this result consists of two elements: the first
element

1
represents the boost in the case of an
1− p

infinite instruction window and the second element takes
into account the effect of the window size.

4. 2.

Experimental framework

Our experiments consider an abstract machine with a
finite instruction window. We have chosen this
experimental model since the concept of value prediction
is entirely new and the discussion of particular
implementation issues inherent to different processor
architectures is beyond of the scope of this paper. The ILP
which such a machine can gain (when it does not employ
value prediction) is dictated by the dataflow graph of the
program and its instruction window size. We have
previously indicated that in order to reach the dataflow
graph boundaries, a machine should employ: 1. unlimited
number of resources (execution units etc.), 2. unlimited
number of registers, 3. perfect (either static or dynamic)
branch prediction mechanisms and 4. its instruction fetch
bandwidth should be sufficient. In addition, we also
assume, for simplicity, that each instruction can be
executed in a single cycle. This abstract machine model is
very useful for the preliminary studies of value prediction,
since it provides us with a means to examine the pure
potential of this phenomenon without being affected by the
limitations of individual machines. As a part of our
abstract perspective, we also assume that there is no extra
penalty when values are not predicted correctly, since both
Lipasti et al. ([26]) and our previous works ([16], [17])
have shown that most of the value mispredictions can be
eliminated by employing a classification mechanism. In the
following experiments we measure the effect of various
value prediction policies and prediction schemes on the
ILP under two different instruction window sizes. In the
next subsection these measurements are compared versus
the analytical model.
In the previous section we broadly studied the
characteristics of the value prediction accuracy that various
value predictors schemes can gain. It is important to
indicate that the connection between the value prediction
accuracy gained by these predictors and the expected boost
in the ILP may not be straightforward. It is not sufficient
that these schemes can correctly predict outcome values,
these predictable values should also be in the “right
places”, where their contribution to the ILP would be
significant (such as critical paths). In this subsection we
will present a set of measurements that will indicate that
value prediction can have a substantial contribution to the
exploited ILP.

The gain of ILP available with value prediction is
examined for two different value predictors, the last-value
predictor and the stride predictor. Each of these predictors
can operate in two modes: the first mode, termed the
scalar generation mode, allows generation of only a single
value prediction for an individual copy of an instruction
that resides in the instruction window, while the second
mode, termed the eager generation mode allows the
predictor to generate multiple value predictions assigned to
multiple copies of an individual instruction (if any) in the
instruction window (e.g. in case of a loop). The hardware
implementation and considerations of the eager generation
mode is beyond the scope of this paper and they are
presented in [18].
Figure 4.4 illustrates the ILP achieved using value
prediction when the instruction window size is 40. It also
compares the ILP achieved by different predictor schemes
(last-value predictor and stride predictor) and prediction
modes (scalar mode and eager mode) versus the ILP when
value prediction is not employed. Indeed this figure
indicates that the potential of value prediction to exceed
the current ILP limitations is tremendous, e.g. in the
benchmark gcc the ILP is increased from 14 to nearly 22,
in m88ksim from 7 to 34, in perl from 15 to nearly 25 and
in vortex from nearly 10 to 33. Figure 4.4 also illustrates
that the stride predictor significantly accomplishes better
performance than the last-value predictor in those
benchmarks which exhibited stride value predictability
(like m88ksim and vortex) in our previous experiments.
For instance, in the benchmark m88ksim the stride
predictor boosts the ILP from approximately 7 to 34, while
the last-value predictor only achieves ILP of 13. In the rest
of the benchmarks (like go and li) both predictors gain
similar ILP with relatively smaller advantage to the stride
predictor.
Another interesting observation shown by these
experiments is that the eager mode barely improves the
ILP that the last-value predictor achieves in all the
benchmarks. However, the eager mode significantly
improves the ILP that the stride predictor gains in those
benchmarks exhibiting stride value predictability. For
instance, in the benchmark m88ksim the stride predictor
operating in eager mode gains ILP of 34, while the same
predictor in scalar mode gains only ILP of 20. This
phenomenon seems reasonable, since those instructions
with output values exhibiting a tendency to appear in
strides are likely to appear recurrently in the instruction
window, like instructions in loops, and in order to better
exploit them, the predictor should be allowed to operate in
eager mode. In the floating point benchmarks, swim and
mgrid, all the value predictors achieve similar ILP. Since
the computation phase of the floating point benchmarks is
less constrained by true-data dependencies, our
measurements exhibit more ILP in comparison to the
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initialization phase that tends to behave like an integer
program. It can also be observed that although the stride
predictor has significantly exhibited better prediction
accuracy than the last-value predictor in ALU instructions,
the overall ILP increase of both predictors is relatively
limited since:
1. Usually the size of basic blocks and loop bodies in
floating point programs is relatively big. As a result, the
instruction window becomes too small to hold multiple
iterations of a loop or even several basic blocks. Therefore,
many of the loop-carried dependencies barely affect the
ILP.
2. Both the last-value predictor and the stride predictor
gained relatively small prediction accuracy in
floating-point instructions which may also affect their
achievable performance.
ILP (instruction window = 40)

35
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20
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10
5
0
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m88ksi gcc1 compre
li
ijpeg perl1 vortex swim# swim# mgrid
m
ss
1
2
no val-pred stride-Eager stride-scalar last-val-Eager last-val-scalar

Figure 4.4 - The ILP gained by value prediction when
instruction window size is 40.
Enlarging the instruction window size can enable
current processors to look further ahead to find
independent candidate instructions for parallel execution.
In order to examine how this enlargement affects a
machine that employs value prediction, we perform further
experiments that are illustrated in figure 4.5. This figure
exhibits the same measurements as figure 4.4, however this
time when the instruction window size is 200. These
measurements show that as the instruction window size is
increased the extracted ILP grows as well. However, the
most interesting observation that these experiments present
is that the enlargement of the instruction window
particularly affects the performance of the eager generation
mode and the stride predictor. A bigger instruction window
significantly increases the likeliness that it would maintain
repeated copies of a same basic block or a same instruction
simultaneously, such as multiple iterations of a loop. Such
patterns can be usefully exploited by the eager generation
mode. This mode allows the predictor to generate multiple
value predictions to multiple copies of the same instruction
and hence it can better utilize the deeper look-ahead
provided by the enlargement of the instruction window.
The stride predictor can also take advantage of these
patterns, since appearances of recurrent instructions in the

instruction window are also likely to generate output
values that progress in strides.
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Figure 4.5 - The ILP gained by value prediction when
instruction window size is 200.
In addition, it can be observed that even benchmarks which
did not exhibit significant stride value predictability in the
previous experiments, like gcc, li and perl, are
significantly affected when they employ both stride
predictor and eager generation mode. For instance, in
benchmark gcc a stride predictor that operates in eager
mode increases the ILP from 36 to 82, while the same
predictor in scalar mode gains ILP of only 60. In addition
the gap between the stride predictor and the last-value
predictor, which gains ILP of approximately 50, becomes
more noticeable. In the benchmark li the effect of the eager
mode is even noticeable on the last-value predictor. The
last-value predictor increases the ILP of this benchmark
from 28 to 55 while the same predictor operating in scalar
mode gains only 42. However, the best ILP among all the
predictors in this benchmark is gained by the stride
predictor (operating in eager generation mode) which
boosts the ILP to 82. In the benchmarks that exhibited
stride predictability (m88ksim and vortex) the effect of the
instruction window enlargement is the most observable. In
m88ksim the stride predictor in eager mode increases the
ILP from 7.4 to 144 while the same predictor in scalar
mode gains only 31. In vortex similar patterns are
observed: the ILP is increased from 13.5 to 142 by the
stride predictor operating in eager mode, while the same
predictor in a scalar mode gains ILP of nearly 26. In
addition, the enlargement of the instruction window affects
the extractable ILP in the floating point benchmarks as
well. The gap between the stride predictor in eager mode
and the other schemes becomes much more significant
since the instruction-window size enlargement can better
expose the loop-carried dependencies. The stride predictor
increases the ILP of swim (in the computation phase) from
47 to 104, and in the benchmark mgrid it increases the ILP
from 53 to 73.
These results indicate that the potential of value
prediction to increasing the ILP beyond the dataflow graph
limitations is tremendous. In addition, till now several
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studies such as [21] indicated that large instruction
windows may not be cost-effective since they do not offer
sufficient increase in the ILP to justify their hardware-cost.
When value prediction is employed this claim may no
longer be true. In addition, we have seen that both stride
predictor and eager generation mode may significantly
gain better ILP particularly when the size of the instruction
window is increased. One of the directions that we
consider ([18]) is to maintain a hybrid approach that
consists of both predictor schemes (last-value predictor
and stride predictor) and both value prediction generation
modes (scalar mode and eager mode). This approach,
motivated by our experiments, indicates that on one hand
the absolute number of instructions exhibiting stride value
predictability is relatively smaller than those exhibiting
last-value predictability, however on the other hand, value
prediction based on strides can significantly increase the
ILP particularly in big instruction windows. Hence, in
order to take advantage of these observations a machine
could partition the limited resources assigned to the value
prediction schemes more efficiently, e.g. by employing a
small prediction table for the stride-predictor and a bigger
table for the last-value predictor and only allowing value
predictions based on strides to be generated in eager mode.
These issues and many other implementation consideration
issues are left for possible future studies.

4. 3.

Comparison between the experimental
and analytical results

In our comparison between the experimental
measurements and the analytical results we consider the
abstract machine model that we described in previous
subsections. The configuration used for the comparison is
the stride predictor operating the eager generation mode.
The experimental increase in the ILP is obtained
straightforwardly from the experimental measurements that
were presented in the previous subsection. In order to
calculate the analytical increase in the ILP predicted by
our analytical model we use equations 4.3 and 4.6. Notice,
that these equations need to be assigned with the prediction
accuracy, p, that the predictor gains in each benchmark.
The prediction accuracy, p, can be obtained from the
measurements presented in Subsection 3.1.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the boost in the ILP under three
different instruction window size: 40, 200 and infinite. For
the finite instruction windows it illustrates both the
experimental ILP increase and the analytical ILP increase.
For the infinite instruction window it only illustrates the
analytical evaluation. It can be observed that for most of
the benchmarks the analytical model provides a good
estimation for the ILP increase that is very close to the
experimental results. On the other hand, for some
benchmarks, the analytical model underestimated the
potential of using value prediction. The reason for this
observation is that in these programs, there are different
“hot spots” which have a non-uniform relative contribution
to the ILP.
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Figure 4.6 - Experimental versus analytical results of the expected boost in the ILP.
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5.

Conclusions, contributions and future
directions

In this paper we presented an analytical and
experimental study of the characteristics of value
prediction. This concept is based on the observation that
programs tend to re-use their recently generated values
during execution. By taking advantage of this
phenomenon, we can allow the system to collapse true-data
dependencies and perform speculative execution based on
predicted values.
So far, all modern computer systems have been based
on the assumption that the dataflow graph of a sequential
program forms an upper fundamental bound of the
instruction-level parallelism. In order to better utilize the
parallel resources in the system, the design of modern
computers was focused on resolving name and control
dependencies. Value prediction demonstrates that a similar
technique can be used to improve parallelism by allowing
the execution of data dependent operations out-of-order.
We believe that this fundamental principle opens new
horizons for future computer architectures.
Throughout this study, we have examined the concept
of value prediction from three different perspectives: 1. we
studied the characteristics of the phenomenon from the
viewpoint of the program code, 2. we explored how these
characteristics can be taken advantage of in order to
improve the extractable ILP out of a sequential program,
and 3. we provided a probability model in order to attain
an analytical evaluation of the potential of value prediction
to boosting ILP.
The main contributions of this study can be
summarized as follows:
1. We extended the concept of value prediction and
provided a related terminology. We introduced the
notion of value predictability and distinguished
between two different types of value predictability:
last-value predictability and stride value predictability.
2. We presented substantial evidence confirming that
programs tend to re-use their recently generated values
and to exhibit predictable patterns of data values. In
addition, we showed that programs can exhibit two
kinds of value predictability patterns, last-value and
stride. We also examined the distribution of these
properties between different programs, instruction
types and data types.
3. We introduced various value predictors and examined
how efficiently they exploit different value
predictability patterns.
4. We showed that the prediction accuracy does not
distribute uniformly among the instructions in a
program. Most programs exhibit two sets of
instructions, highly value-predictable instructions and
highly unlikely-predictable ones. These observations

are the motivation to develop classification
mechanisms, such as saturated counters, that were
found to be very useful in preventing the “unlikely
predictable” instructions from being candidates for
value prediction.
5. Our preliminary observation indicates that different
input files do not greatly change the value
predictability of a program. This observation is
encouraging for our future intention to use
profiling-based compiler techniques that could classify
the value predictability of instructions based on
previous runs of the programs.
6. We showed that the use of value prediction techniques
makes substantial contributions in respect to the
extractable ILP. In addition, we have presented two
different value prediction modes: the scalar generation
mode and the eager generation mode, and examined
their impact on the extractable ILP. Our ILP
measurements indicate that the stride predictor
significantly accomplishes better ILP than the
last-value predictor in those benchmarks that exhibited
strides value predictability, while in the rest of the
benchmarks both predictors gain similar ILP with
relatively smaller advantage to the stride predictor.
We also observed that the eager mode particularly
improves the overall performance of the stride
predictor in those benchmarks which exhibited stride
value predictability.
7. We showed that enlarging the instruction window,
significantly improves the ILP gained by the eager
generation mode and the stride predictor. We also
observed that programs which exhibit last-value
predictability can gain certain benefit from eager
generation mode as well in this case.
8. We provided an analytical model which can be used to
better understand the characteristics of value
prediction, and to obtain a rough estimation of the
potential of using it.
The study presented in this paper shows the
importance of value prediction. We believe that using this
new technique will lead to new directions in designing
future computer architectures. Now that we have
established the basis and the evidence of the new
phenomenon, we intend to continue our research towards
achieving a better understanding of the capabilities of
value prediction and how it can be employed. We are in
the process of examining different hardware mechanisms
for efficient implementation of value prediction. In
addition, we are looking at combining compiler support
that can exploit our knowledge about value predictability.
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